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As long-term investors, the one thing learned from Buffett and Marks is that you should 

never confuse volatility with investment risk. For long-term investors, extreme volatility 

should be used as an advantage.   

 

What are the various risks we have to be conscious of asやportfolioやmanagers′やOaktree‒sや
Howard Marks discusses six common types of investment risks. These include:  

 

- Credit Risk:  

The risk that a borrower will be unable to pay interest and repay principal as 

scheduled. 

 

- Liquidity Risk:  

The degree of difficulty in buying or selling an investment without affecting its 

price.  

 

- Concentration Risk: 

Diversificationやofやone‒sやinvestmentsやinやorderやtoやavoidやrelying on one basket.  

 

- Leverage Risk: 

The borrowing of additional capital to enhance returns. Under unfavorable 

conditions leverage will magnify losses.  

 

- Funding Risk: 

When an investor borrows short-term funds to make a long-term investment. 

Trouble occurs when the shortむterm lender suddenly asks for their money back. 

The purchased long-term assets then may have to be sold in an untimely fashion at 

a huge discount.   

 

Finally, what is one of the most fundamental of investing risks?  

 

- Valuation Risk:  

The riskiest thing is overpaying for an asset (regardless of its quality), and the best 

wayやtoやreduceやriskやisやbyやpayingやaやpriceやthat‒sやirrationallyやlow╆や“やlowやpriceやprovidesや
a margin of safety. 

Valuationや riskや isや largelyや withinや anや investor‒sや control╆や Yes╇や itや takesや patience╇や
discipline and the right personality to refuse to buy if a stock or any asset is priced 

too high in relation to its fundamentals.  
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It‒sやessentialやtoやstudyやandやunderstandやtheやrisksやentailedやinやeveryやinvestment╆や“ccordingや
to Marks: ｠It‒sや notや reasonableや toや expectや highlyや superiorや returnsやwithoutや bearingや someや
incrementalやrisks╆を 

 

 

 

Third Quarter Performance      

       

｠╊や Theや lessや prudenceやwithや whichや othersや conductや theirや affairs╇や theや
greaterやtheやprudenceやwithやwhichやweやshouldやconductやourやownやaffairs╆を 

 

 Warren Buffett 

 

Your Fund ended the third quarter with a net asset value of $3,198.53 per unit, an 

increase of $290.79 from the December 31, 2013 net asset value of $2,907.74 per unit (after 

distributions). Year to date nine month performance: 10.0%.   

 

After a brief correction in October, the markets have charged ahead on the back of falling 

oil prices and an expansion of priceむearnings multiples that investors are willing to pay 

for equities.  

 

Experienceやhasやtaughtやusやthatやequitiesやdon‒tやenterやaやbearやmarketや〉ｲｰゾや┏やdecline《やmerelyや
because they are fully or excessively valued. Typically, bear market declines are 

preceded by a major catalyst. Specifically, these are catalysts which produce a stomach-

churning financial/economic/geoむpolitical or interest rate crisis.  

 

Despite the U.S. markets (Dow/S&P 500) reaching new highs╇やanや importantや｠indicatorを 

(the Russell 2000 Index of smaller capitalization stocks), is barely up 1% for the year. The 

factやthatや｠risingやtidesをやareやnotやraisingやallやships makes us more cautious. Isやthisやaや｠canaryや
inや aや coalやmineをや indicator′やMaybe╆や In technical terms, this divergence between big cap 

andやsmallやcapやstocksやisやalsoやknownやasやaや｠twoやtieredやmarketを╆ 
 

Today‒sやstockやmarketやascentやalsoやremindsやusやofやtheやeraやofやtheや｠phoney warを╆やThisやwasやtheや
phase early in WWII (i.e., 1939-1940) marked by a lack of military operations by the UK 

and France, despite there being a declaration of war on Germany after its invasion of 

Poland. This period of ｠fauxをや calm was eventually burst by the German invasion of 

France in mid 1940. 
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North American stock markets may have entered a 6-24 month period characterized by a 

｠phoneyをやstockやmarketやwar╇やorや｠fauxをやcalmやbeforeやtheやrealやbattlesやcommence╆や“や｠bootsや
onや theや groundをや warや involvingや aや majorや “mericanや contingentや would, in our opinion, 

represent that stomach-churning catalyst. We would be wary of the next incoming 

American president.  

 

 

 

OUTLOOK  

 

 

｠Weや haveや twoや classesや ofや forecasters╆や Thoseや whoや don‒tや knowや andや
thoseやwhoやdon‒tやknowやtheyやdon‒tやknow╆をや 
 

         John Kenneth Galbraith  

 

 

March 9, 2015 will represent the six year mark from the bottom (March 2009) of the 

greatestや bearやmarketや sinceや theやGreatや Depression╆や Today╇やweや feelや it‒sや importantや toや payや
more attention to capital preservation thanやtoやtheやpursuitやofや｠gung-hoをやcapital gains.  

 

How would we define our strategy? Move forward with caution and make sure to look 

both ways before you cross the street.    

 

As a result of our prudent approach, at the end of the third quarter your Fund had 

accumulated a cash position of twenty-four percent.   

 

With stocks correcting in October from their record peak in September, investors started 

toやaskやusやaboutや｠buyingやopportunitiesを╆ This, in our opinion, was a Pavlovian reaction 

(i.e., buy on the dips) merely because stocks were slightly below their recent peak levels. 

 

An understanding of historical stock market correction cycles is a key basic tool of the 

investment profession. If investors had a better feel/understanding of these cycles, it 

might prevent them from prematurely rushing into stocks (late in the biz cycle) after a 

mere 5% - 10% correction. Likewise, it might prompt investors to fill up their portfolios 

when equities experience a 20% plus bear decline.    
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Definitions:       Correction/Bear market 

 

A) Vanilla Correction: 5% - 10% drop from Index peak 

B) Deep Correction:  11% - 19% drop from Index peak 

C) Vanilla Bear Market: 20% - 39% drop from Index peak 

D) Super Bear Market: 40% + drop from Index peak 

 

Our investing juices really start to salivate with the confirmation of a 20% + bear decline. 

These bears usually drop by the neighborhood every 3-7 years.  

Premature buying is one of the common risks made by value investors. In the Value 

Contrarian Fund it is our substantial cash hoard (now 24%), that permits us to remain 

calm when the daily barrage of negative news hits the headlines. Being "cashed-up" has 

its advantages both psychologically and strategically. 

Respectfully yours, **  

Benjamin D. Horwood 

Portfolio Manager 

November 6th, 2014 

 

 

 
P.S. Do visit us at our web site: www.valuecontrarian.com 

We‒reやoftenやasked╈や｠WhenやisやtheやbestやtimeやtoやinvestやinやtheやValueやContrarianやFund′をや“lthoughやthereやisや
no best time, since it is impossible to time the market, a preferable entry point is when the Fund has 

produced a month of negative returns or a year of underperformance. Unfortunately, human nature 

prefers the exact opposite. 

 
Overall, long-term shareholders in the V/C Fund benefit from a sinking stock market, the same as a 

regular grocery shopper benefits from declining food prices. So when stock markets plummet む as they 

will from time to time む ｠neitherやpanicやnorやmournを╆ It‒sやgoodやnewsやforやyourやFund.   

 

 



 

 

 
 

The greatest sign of appreciation you can show us is 
when you refer the V/C Fund to one of your friends 

or family members. 
 
 

Kindly note, the Value Contrarian Fund may only be purchased once 
monthly. 

 
 
 
 

Last Day for November Purchase∗∗∗∗ 
 

November 24
th
 2014 

 
 
 

 
Call Today:  Chiraz Chakroun (514) 398-0808 

Ben Horwood  (514) 577-1955 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

                                                      

∗∗∗∗
 Cheques must be received by Monday,  November 24

th
,  2014 


